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Whatever the Attorney-General says and despite all the
legal paraphernalia that we have been bombarded with,
for the general public this is almost like agonising on
the head of a pin. Legal arguments will not wash with
the public or with me when it comes to what is right and
what is wrong. It would be wrong and, importantly,
counter-productive to take military action against Syria.
I am not a pacifist. I was one of the first people,
together with a number of my colleagues but long
before my Front-Bench team did so, to argue strongly
for intervention in Bosnia. I also supported the Falklands
war, so I am not a pacifist.

The question is how bombing, no matter how strategic,
how precise and how short, will make things if not
better for the Syrian people, at least not worse. I believe
that it will not do so and I have yet to be persuaded by
anyone who has spoken in this debate that it would
make things better for the Syrian people. I found the
speech by the hon. Member for New Forest East (Dr Lewis)
very commanding indeed. I do not support Assad or
the regime. As many Members have said, it has been an
appalling regime for many years. It is worth remembering
that we provided many of the regime’s arms. I wonder
who provided the components that make up the chemical
weapons. I would not be a bit surprised if some came
from this country and other countries in the west—
[Interruption]—and of course from Russia, as my hon.
Friend the Member for Ilford South (Mike Gapes) says.
It has not been proven absolutely that the chemical
weapons were used by Assad. It probably was Assad—

Bob Stewart (Beckenham) (Con): Will the hon. Lady
give way?

Kate Hoey: No.

We have had information before that poison gas had
been used and Carla Del Ponte, who was the UN
commissioner in Syria, pointed out that it was the
rebels who had used it. Will the Deputy Prime Minister
tell me when he winds up the debate, if, despite what
everyone thinks, the weapons inspectors find that it was
the rebels or some rogue general who used the chemical
weapons last week, the Prime Minister will be saying
the things that he did about the use of chemical weapons?
The doctrine of prevention, which I had hoped—

Mr Newmark: I have huge respect for the hon. Lady.
To help her in her thinking, let me point out that
Damascus is defended by the president’s brother, Maher.
He is responsible for the fourth division and he is
ultimately responsible for the heinous chemical attack
that took place. Given the industrial scale with which
those chemicals hit three, four or five different areas, it
would be impossible for the rebels to do it to themselves,
besides the fact that it would be incredibly counter-intuitive.

Kate Hoey: I do not think that has been proved or
that we have any proof that bombing will make things
any better or get rid of the chemical weapons, if they
are there. We need to remember that once we cross that
line of military action, as other Members have said,
even if it is a short strike and very few civilians are
killed, which is highly unlikely, the result will be that
when anyone is killed in future years in Syria, whoever
has killed them or whatever the background, the west
will be blamed. The United Kingdom will be blamed, as
 has happened throughout the middle east, and we will
see the repercussions on our streets in the form of
increased extremism.

Jim McGovern (Dundee West) (Lab): My hon. Friend
mentioned that some of her constituents in the past
were for and some against, but that in this case they
were almost unanimous in opposing military intervention.
She may be aware that I am one of her constituents. If I
came to her surgery and said, “I am disgusted and
horrified by pictures of children being poisoned by
chemicals and I want something done about it,” and if
she says that military intervention is not the answer,
what would she suggest? What is the alternative?

Kate Hoey: I have many suggestions and many Members
have made suggestions. I do not think we have worked
through the United Nations mechanism. It may not be
a brilliant organisation and we may all have criticisms
of it, but there is a lot more that could be done. We
should be putting much more diplomatic pressure on
Russia. We should call in the Russian ambassador and
say, “We are going to expel you from this country if you
do not change Russia’s attitude.” There are a number of
things that we could do. Military action is the very last
option. I do not believe that we should go down that
line.

Any military action will, as I said, lead to a completely
different attitude among many of our Muslim communities
in this country. It will be the catalyst for the build-up of
all sorts of extremism. I know that it is an extraordinarily
difficult decision for Governments in these situations
and for the Opposition, but in such cases we must
always reflect on what is in our national interest. I do
not believe that our national interest will be served by
military intervention in Syria or that that is the way
forward for this Parliament. We may return to the issue
in a few days, just because America is calling the shots.
What will the Prime Minister say if, over the weekend,
America decides to go it alone? How much influence
will we have had? It is quite wrong that we are being
pushed by America. We should take our time, reflect
and make it very clear that we are not going to rush into
something that will ultimately not be in our national
interest.

7.9 pm

Mr Brooks Newmark (Braintree) (Con): I am delighted
to follow the hon. Member for Vauxhall (Kate Hoey),
for whom I have huge respect. I want to begin by
agreeing with the Foreign Secretary that this is a moment
for democratic nations to live up to their values. The use
of chemical weapons by President Assad’s regime is a
moral outrage that cannot go unchallenged. I will therefore
be supporting today’s motion.

Less than 24 hours ago, I was on the Syrian border,
where I have spent the past few days meeting Syrian
opposition fighters from the Free Syrian Army—the
FSA. The brigade commanders and fighters I met were
from all backgrounds. Many were doctors, teachers,
farmers and engineers; they represented a broad crosssection of Syrian society, including Sunnis, Christians,
Kurds, Druze and, yes, Alawites as well. I also had the
opportunity to meet General Idris, the head of the
FSA, and President Jarba, the head of the Syrian


Opposition Council. As colleagues will know, I also met
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